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Boost Your Sales With These High Quality Sales Letter Graphics Here is your chance to make your sales

letter boost more sales by making it look more professional without paying hundreds of dollars every time

you need an image! Here's what's inside the sales letter graphics pack: Set Of Ready-Made,

Easy-To-Edit Business And Niche Headers If you are low in cash, you can try any of these 5 sales

business headers and 4 niche headers in this set. Each comes in blank .jpg and .psd formats so you can

edit them in Photoshop or in any other graphics software and put your own text on them. A Large

Collection Of Order And Buy Now Buttons You can make your sales letter prettier by adding any of these

order or buy now buttons which are all easy to edit. There are over 100 of them here, which come in

different colors, so you'll be sure you can have one you like. They all come in .psd and .jpg formats so

they can be customized in Photoshop or any other graphic software! A Collection Of Custom Shapes To

Choose From Sometimes there are main points you'd like to point out in your sales letter, which you'd like

your visitors to pay attention to. And what could be a better way to do that than to use any of these

custom shapes! There are over 60 custom shapes in this set, which also come in different colors, so you

will not run out of the ones to choose from! Text And Scribbles Many sales letters nowadays use texts

that highlight some points or warning signs they want their visitors to remember. Now you can also use

the same text by having these 30 texts and scribbles from this collection. Words such as "Warning!",

"Money Back Guarantee!", "P.S." and more are all included in this set, which are all in .jpg format so they

can be added to your sales letter easily. Guarantee Seals Want to make your sales letter more

professional? Use any of these 12 money back guarantee seals, in .psd and .png files, so you can tell

your customers that their payments are risk free since they will be refunded by you if they do not like your

product! Price Stickers And Signs Offering a One Time Deal? How about a special offer? If you have

something special to offer to your buyers you better tell them through any of our price stickers and signs

in this collection. There are over 20 in this collection, in .psd and .jpg formats, so you will not run out of

signs to use! Bullets Want your visitors to take note of the main benefits of your product? Then use any of

these 20 bullets which are specifically designed to catch your readers' attention and convert more sales!
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Now you won't have to make them from scratch because they are all ready to be added on your sales

letter! Blank Ecover Templates If you want a visual representation for your product, an ezine or an

ecourse, you can try any of these ecover templates, which are in book, CD case, and notebook forms.

They can be easily editted through Photoshop or any graphic software, as they come in blank .jpg and

.psd formats.
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